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Introduction 

In the same week in February, 2009, New Scientist – a popular science magazine – 

and The Sun – a British tabloid newspaper – published double-page spreads 

showing a map of the Earth in 2099. The areas suitable for human habitation run 

from Alaska through Canada, Greenland, Britain and Scandinavia to Siberia, with 

bits of Australasia, Patagonia and Western Antarctica. The rest, including the United 

States and China, is dust. This is the Earth after four degrees of global warming, as 

predicted by climate scientists.1 Twenty years ago, it was argued that the problem 

was how to raise awareness of climate change: scientific data does not engage 

people emotionally, but art can. That was when a main concern was saving species 

such as the whale, and when global warming could be thought of as bringing fields of 

sunflowers to the south of England. Now – from Europe to Australia and the 

Americas – the signs include violent storms, floods and forest fires: natural disasters 

which may not now be so natural, more signs that a potentially catastrophic shift in 

the Earth’s climate is already underway. As a result of melting ice caps, sea levels 

will rise, flooding most UK ports and many coastal areas. Globally, there will be wars 

over natural resources, mass migrations and a spread of tropical diseases in the 

North.  

This is a picture of a future dystopia previously found in fiction, as in J. G. Ballard’s 

The Drowned World. 2 But Ballard attributed climate change to a natural cause. In 

contrast, scientific evidence now indicates that it is produced by human industry, 

notably the burning of fossil fuels. The Sun quotes scientist Paul Crutzen: ‘I would 

like to be optimistic that we will survive but I’ve got no reason to be.’3 New Scientist 

quotes President Anote Tong of the island state of Kiribati: ‘It’s too late for us.’4 Can 

art do anything to help?  

I think the question is worth asking. There is a powerful lobby against climate 

science, funded by vested interests seeking to enforce a business-as-usual climate 

of public opinion. This needs to be countered. The publication of data is one way to 

do so; making the issue visible through art is another, and may engage diverse 

constituencies. Art can create images of other narratives than those imposed by 

dominant (corporate or state) interests, which may encourage action by making 



alternative futures more credible. Art, that is, offers ways of seeing the world outside 

the dominant scenario. The resulting images may be utopian or dystopian, leading 

either to the adrenalin-producing genre of the disaster movie, or to creative and life-

affirming imaginative visions of a world after oil.  

I would venture another, more speculative possibility from readings in critical theory,5 

that the concept of Beauty in modern aesthetics stands as a radically other realm to 

that in which climate change is produced. My efforts here are dogged by doubt, but, 

as an academic in the arts and humanities, it is what I can attempt.6 I want to look 

now at four contrasting cases of how artists and art collectives address 

environmental issues through, respectively: shock tactics; moments of quiet wonder; 

practical public participation; and a narrative of social and environmental abuse. The 

reader will make her or his own judgements as to their qualities or efficacy. I try to 

draw out a few of the issues which arise. I have no answer as to how to stop 

catastrophic climate change but hope that some cultural initiatives will make a 

difference. 

Shock 

Paul Bonomini’s The WEEE Man at the Eden Project in a redundant clay pit in 

Cornwall (its title indicating waste electric and electronic equipment) is a skeletal 

figure made of bits of machinery, fridges, microwaves, hairdryers, kettles, television 

sets, computers … the surplus piled up under it. This deathlike image towers over 

spectators, in front of the twin geodesic domes which house the plant collections 

which are the Eden Project’s main visitor attraction. How do I read this?  

At one level, the sheer pile of junk is an indictment of industrial waste. It is the junk 

which usually goes to land-fill sites, resulting from a norm of built-in obsolescence. 

This is seldom a consequence of technology, even if technology is used as 

justification: it is a means to ensure continuing profits for manufacturers when there 

is little scope for an expansion of markets. In other words, it is one of the calculations 

of a market-led economic and political system. The message is obvious: stop buying 

junk; manage without it. (But I could add that much of the recycling sometimes seen 

as an alternative to waste takes place through child labour in sweat shops in the 

global South). At another level, the figure reminds me of Jacob Epstein’s The Rock 

Drill (1913-15). Epstein, reacting to the mass slaughter of industrialised war in 1914, 

used a real drill on which to mount a bronze humanoid head and shoulders. This 

represented the de-humanizing effects of war, its making of a new and more 

frightening Frankenstein’s monster likely to spiral out of human control. The work 

presents an uncanny combination of that which can be recognized and that which 

seems (or should be) far-fetched. The sculptures of Michael Sandle do this as well: 

for example, A Twentieth-Century Memorial (1971-78) is a burnt-black bronze 

Mickey Mouse sitting behind a machine gun.7 Perhaps The WEEE Man plays in a 

similar way on the ambivalence produced by the materiality of its junk components 

and the immateriality of the skeletal, supra-human figure. The object of its critique is 



not war but the longer-term and perhaps less redeemable human self-harm of junk 

goods. But is the death-figure too frequently rehearsed in mass culture, hence too 

familiar, or is it too close to genres, like the movies, which displace fear of 

catastrophe becomes fiction?  

Contemplation 

In contrast, the series of small limestone carvings made by Peter Randall-Page for 

the New Milestones project, organised by the environmental charity Common 

Ground in 1986, offer quiet contemplation. They are sited without notices, or 

injunctions that ‘this is Art’, on a public bridleway in Dorset, slightly inland from the 

coastal path. One aim was to encourage walkers to use more than just the path on 

the cliff-edge (subject to erosion). For Randall-Page, it was an opportunity to 

respond at an intimate scale to a vast landscape where the light always changes 

throughout the day and wind moves the sea and creates waves in the barley. Taking 

the forms of three common shells, using local Purbeck limestone (which is formed of 

fossil shells), the three carvings were set at intervals in niches in dry-stone walls 

beside the path. To see them it is necessary to walk – the path turns off the road at 

Daggers Gate – and to stop a moment, the space and scale of the niche reflecting 

that of the spectator. I have seen wild flowers placed in the niches, which makes 

them like wayside shrines. A New Milestones leaflet states, 

Rarely is attention paid to the commonplace and familiar aspects of our local 

surroundings. They are often overlooked or taken for granted but have great 

emotional value and meaning for the people who know them well. By recognizing 

and sharing their feelings about their place, it is hoped that communities will find 

new ways to take an active part in caring for their locality.8 

For Randall-Page, small shells – like those of land snails – are the overlooked (and 

too often the trodden-on) life-forms which epitomise ordinary nature, the 

commonplace natural realm of which humans are also part. If The WEEE Man 

operates through shock, these sculptures elicit quietness. To me, quietness is the 

point at which the noise of the world stops, which I read not only as therapeutic (if it 

is that) but also as a radical alternative to a world driven by imperatives to production 

and exchange.  

New Milestones was conceived when species extinction was a dominant 

environmental issue in the North (and land erosion was a main concern in the global 

South), rather than global warming. That has changed (although campaigns to save 

various – nice or iconic - species continue) but the question remains of caring and 

compassion as an alternative to use and the categorization of the land as a 

resource. And if the land is mere resource, and the non-human is dispensable, what 

are people for? In this context, does aesthetic contemplation interrupt the tread-mill 

so that other framings of the world can begin to be glimpsed? 

 



Participation 

Nuage Vert by Helen Evans and Heike Hanson – the artists’ group HeHe based in 

Paris – was a participatory project on carbon dioxide emissions carried out in 

Helsinki in 2008. A green laser projection onto the cloud produced by the Samisaari 

combined heat and power plant in the Ruoholahit district charted a real-time 

reduction in the use of electricity. After a series of public events, leaflets, posters 

displayed in public sites and talks in local schools, HeHe asked residents to turn off 

electrical appliances for an hour, at a given time, on 29th February. As the level of 

power use dropped, the size of the laser-projected cloud increased. Residents could 

see the impact of their action by looking into the night sky over their apartment 

blocks. At the very least, this lends immediate visibility to an otherwise immaterial 

process. 

HeHe plan to re-stage the project in Paris but have so far been thwarted by the 

refusal of various authorities to give permission (for reasons which seem confused). 

Should they re-stage Nuage Vert in Paris, one site could be Saint-Ouen, near the 

factory and gas-works chimneys painted by Georges Seurat in Bathers, Asniéres 

(1883-84). Seurat moved these chimneys to the centre of the composition. As 

members of the artisan class take their ease on the bank of the Seine, the economic 

problem of scarcity is solved by mass production and technology: a utopian vision. It 

didn’t work. Factory production led to consumerism. But I introduce this comparative 

image because it affirms that to dismiss industry as merely bad ignores a history of 

benefits including work, and workers’ solidarity in factories, as well as goods (not all 

of which are useless). Dealing with complexities, then, Nuage Vert plays on the 

normalized codes of seeing in a post-industrial society.  

There is the immediate impact for participants, but as the work is seen, too, by a 

wider public through publications and the internet, it takes on other readings using 

the colour green to create ellipses of interpretation. Green is the colour of grass and 

leaves (the nice side of nature), but also of mould and decay, of slime. The colour of 

growing things is re-presented in the sky where it is simultaneously ominous and 

haunting, and, in its association with growth (and Green Parties), a sign of hope. The 

image is almost uncanny, a means to short-circuit normalized perception to create a 

perceptual crack where the work of a transformatory imagination may occur.  

Narration 

The fourth case is a book written by two members of an organisation which has been 

called both a human rights group and an arts group.9 Unlike Ian McEwan’s novel 

Solar,10  based on his trip to the Arctic in the Cape Farwell project (in which 

professionals from the arts and sciences see melting ice sheets at first hand), The 

Oil Road: Journeys from the Caspian Sea to the City of London by James Marriott 

and Mika Minio-Paluello11 offers fact not fiction. It charts the authors’ journey from 

Baku to the Mediterranean (eventually to London) on the route of the Baku-Tibilisi-



Ceyhan pipeline as it brings oil from the Caspian Sea to European factories and 

filling stations. On the way they see environmental destruction and human rights 

abuses, meet some of those afflicted as well as environmental activists and oil 

company representatives, and find evidence that environmental and social injustices 

are the twin outcomes of the exploitation of fossil fuels. Oil company public relations 

material emphasise care for the environment, and there are conservation projects 

funded by oil companies in exploration zones, but the authors read this as a token 

environmentalism aimed at improving the industry’s public image. In practice, a web 

of law, politics and economics is involved, as pipelines are pushed through remote 

areas regardless of protests by those who live and farm there. While McEwan’s main 

character is a cynical climate scientist, Marriott and Minio-Paluello are earnest, and 

have reason to be. Among incidents they relate is the arrival of the police as they talk 

to local people whose land has been appropriated by the pipeline: ‘Apparently, we 

have been near strategic infrastructure, and our presence is highly problematic. He 

[from the Ministry of National Security] is here to investigate and needs our 

documents. Now!’12  

The book is a travelogue, with appropriate local histories and descriptions of 

landscapes and towns. It is also damning, as instances of nature conservation are 

outweighed by destruction and repression. The question is not just whether the 

affluent world needs to, or can, continue to rely on fossil fuels, which are a key 

element in global warming, but whether it continues to maintain a political-economic 

structure based on private profit at the cost of common wealth. At the end of the 

book, as the travellers reach London, they witness a project by arts-activist group 

Liberate Tate (also linked to Platform) drawing attention to the use of arts 

sponsorship to draw another veil of acceptability over oil’s threat to human rights and 

the conservation of diverse environments. In Floe Piece, 

Four veiled figures dressed in black lifted a heavy chunk of polar ice, brought to 

London by an Arctic researcher, onto a sledge. Walking in silent procession, they 

carried the 55-kilo block across the Millennium Bridge and into the Tate Modern’s 

Turbine Hall. The frozen block was then left on the gallery floor to melt slowly, 

accompanied by a plaque with the performance title. 13 

Aesthetics 

In different ways, the four cases above demonstrate an aesthetic engagement with 

climate change and environmental agendas. There are many more such cases. I 

have selected those above because I think they have aesthetic resonance, not just a 

message. The arts began to engage with environmentalism in the 1980s, and the 

exhibition Radical Nature: Art and Architecture for a Changing Planet 1969-2009 at 

the Barbican Arts Centre, London in 2009 sets out an even longer such history.14 

Between 2005 and 2010, The Royal Society for the Arts and Manufacture (RSA) also 

operated an Arts and Ecology Centre, aiming to increase the level and breadth of 

environmental-cultural debate in Britain. But are the arts effective in changing the 



attitudes of diverse publics and constituencies? Activism – from 1990s anti-roads 

protest (with its own distinct culture) to Occupy in 2011 – may seem more resistant. 

And behind this issue is that of the power of individuals and social groups relative to 

that of global capital and national states. In a period of de-regulation, states become 

out-sourced providers of governmental services to capital.15 In those conditions, I 

argue that it is worth turning to dissenting forms of cultural work for the imagination 

of worlds other than that which is imposed by global capital. This may be a white, 

Western academic’s clinging to a dream of cultural change, like a re-run of the avant-

garde; but if art about climate change is to be effective in reaching individuals and 

publics who might begin to adopt more environment-friendly lifestyles, redemand a 

re-regulation of capital, I think it will be through the emotive, evocative presence of 

aesthetic qualities in such art and writing. Perhaps the cases described above 

demonstrate a set of possibilities between representation and interruption. Without 

parallel political initiatives this will not be enough; but it is a beginning. 
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